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Fraternity faces sanctions
after cops bust beer bash
SGA to prohibit Tau Phi Beta’s participation in Greek Week and
the sponsoring,of any social activity
By Nicholas P. Clunn
News Editor

IT’S THAT TIME
ALREADY?
MOVIN’ ON UP: Betsy Montanez
(above) moves her things into Blanton
Hall using the elevator yesterday.
BACK TO THE BOOKS: Jocelyn
Demeris and Sharon Roughgarden shop
in the University Bookstore yesterday to
beat the rush expected this week.

P H O TO S BY T IM O T H Y M. CASEY

completed by two-thirds of the fra
ternity, sponsorship of monthly
programs that warn the campus
community „of the dangers of al
cohol consumption, and a presen
tation to tlte Greek Council on
Greek organizations’ responsibili
ties and appropriate behavior.
Judicial committee members
also forbade the organization from
acquiring new members, partici
pating in Greek Week activities,

The Tau Phi Beta fraternity
now faces a judicial hangover from
both the SGA and administration
for violating state alcohol laws at
“The Bulls” last bash of the year.
A New Jersey State Police
sting resulted in the arrest of nine
Tau Phi Beta brothers and over 30
MSU students on Monday Dec. 14
according to New Jersey State Po
lice.
Beyond the state legal ramifi
“It’s a shame
cations of the last bash of the year,
this all had to
Jamie Ruffilo, Director of Greek
Affairs, an SGA cabinet position,
happen but we
said the four members of the letter
didn’t want to
organization’s executive board are
expelled from the University for
hurt student
the Spring 1999 semester. They
involem ent on
include Treasurer Daniel Doyle,
20, of Bloomsburg; Secretary Rob
campus.
ert Jones, 19, of Mulica Hill; and
- Jamie Ruffilo,
President Glen Lynch, 22, of
Director of
.Bloomfield.
While Dean of Students Helen
Greek Affairs
Matusow-Ayres did not deny the
charges brought against the eboard she described them as “in
accurate” and would not discuss and sponsoring social programs on
the expulsion further due to fed or off campus.
All conditions, in which the
eral laws.
“Since I have been here there administration had no say, must be
has not been anything of this mag satisfied by March 22 or their char
nitude,” commented Matusow- ter will be indefinitely revoked,
said Wheeler.
Ayres.
“They are a good organiza
The Student Government As
sociation Inc. brought its own rep tion,” stated Wheeler. “Note they
rimands to the organization as have approximately 125 hours of
well. According to SGA President community service done already.”
Members of the Tau Phi Beta
Anton Wheeler, the judicial com
fraternity
either could not be
mittee charged Tau Phi Beta with
reached
or
gave
no comment.
conduct unbecoming of a Greek
Although
the
offenses were
organization, which was the nine
committed
off-campus,
University
members’ arrest.
Regulations
and
Disciplinary
Pro
These conditions include 500
cedures,
printed
in
the
1998-99
hours of community service to be

Student Handbook state that the
University can bring disciplinary
charges when students are in vio
lation, "of local, state, or federal
law on college property, or off
campus when such violation has
as adverse effect upon the col
lege..*.”
While revocation of Tau Phi
Beta’s charter was discussed, the
SGA decided against it to protect
student life. Their charter is cur
rently suspended for failure to pro
vide proof of insurance.
“We had to do what was best
for the campus,” said SGA Secre
tary David Pizzi.
“It’s a shame this all had to
happen but we didn’t want to hurt
student involvement on campus,”
said Ruffilo.
Matusow-Ayres hopes that the
incident will prove to be a warn
ing to other groups.
“Greek letter organizations
have tremendous potential,” said
M atusow -A yres. "But many
Greek organizations, among oth
ers, do promote social activities
with alcohol and are not always
careful about who is drinking.”
Despite the consequences Tau
Phi Beta is facing, and over forty
arrests of party attendants, most
students are not thinking twice
about attending fraternity parties.
“I thought about it the week
after it happened but not any
m ore,” said a member of Phi
Sigma Sigma sorority. "You al
ways put yourself at risk when you
go to an underage drinking party.”
"A lot of kids go to parties to
have a good time and when they
see the cops they usually just
split,” said Jerry Somma, sopho
more.
SEE PARTY ON P. 3

Pipe burst dampers Freeman residents’ return
By Donald Lambeth
Staff Writer

Campus police responded tq a
fire alarm on the fifth floor of Free
man Hall at 9:15 a.m. on Jan. 1.
Upon arrival, they discovered that
a hot water steam line connected
to a radiator in the fifth floor
lounge had failed.
Water from the pipe then went
down to the Freeman Hall main
lobby, affecting two building floor
lounges, public hallways and eigh
teen resident rooms along the way.
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In addition, water caused damages
to the elevator shaft, which was
rendered out of service as on-campus students began returning to
Freeman Hall yesterday after win
ter recess.
In a letter to all Freeman Hall
residents from John Goscinski,
Assistant to the Director of Resi
dence Life, students were in
formed that several offices on cam
pus are aiding in efforts to repair
damages to common areas and
resident rooms.
Freeman/Russ JIall Complex

Director John Lowney contacted
all students whose rooms were di
rectly affected by water damages
shortly after the incident occurred.
Many of the students returned prior
to yesterday’s check-in to remove
damaged valuables from their
rooms as well as to file for reim
bursement for damaged items from
the state of New Jersey.
The Office of Residence Life,
the University Risk Management
Office, the Office of Environmen
tal Health and Safety and the
Physical Plant Office pooled to

gether to survey the extent of the
damages as well as assess the
needed repairs and the course of
action.
Recently appointed Director of
Residence Life, Dr. M elinda
O’Brien, commented, in a recent
interview, that she expects all re
pairs to be taken care of “by the
end of spring break.” The extent
of the repairs is quite significant.
Sofas and chairs in the two floor
lounges that were water-logged
will be replaced. Carpeting in the
lounges and hallways will be re

moved and new carpeting installed
over spring break. Damaged
drapes in student rooms as well as
the lounges will be replaced by
mini-blinds and some students
with damaged desks will receive
new ones. The computers for
merly located in the third floor
lounge of Freeman Hall were re
located to the Russ Hall computer
lab prior to winter recess and, for
tunately, avoided being lost during
the incident.
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W eekend W eather F orecast

O N TC LÀ R IO N

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Freezing rain
HI: 26° LO: 18°

Freezing rain
HI: 39° LO: 33°

Partly Cloudy
HI: 43° LO: 24°

Partly Cloudy
HI: 48° LO: 26°
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’

The Montclarion is distributed on Thurs
days, and invoices and tearsheets are mailed
the following Monday (tearsheets for pre
paid ads must be requested). Thirty (30)
days are given for payment after the inser
tion date, after which a 15% finance charge
is levied, to sixty (60) days, when accounts
are referred to an outside collection agency.
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Jordan
announces
retirement
It is being trumpeted as the end
of an era, the final act of the great
est sportsman of our time.
But now that Michael Jordan
has announced his retirement, in
maybe the most publicized fare
well in sports history, it somehow
seems to be more than that.
Now, a shaky league seems
destined to plunge further into un
certainty. Now, the most highly
recognized athlete ever to play a
game slips farther from the unceas
ing glare of public life.
“Everyone has [his] own rea
sons,” said Jordan, resplendent as
always in a charcoal suit and gold
tie while sitting next to his wife
Juanita in a packed press confer
ence at the United Center in Chi
cago. “The game is bigger than
Michael Jordan.”______________

volunteer for the
Brazil devalues
its currency

by our office at 113

Brazil stunned global financial
markets Wednesday with a devalu
ation of its currency and the resig
nation of the currency’s staunch
defender Gustavo Franco.
Franco, president of Brazil’s
Central Bank, was one of the prime
forces behind Brazil’s four-year
economic recovery, deftly guiding
the w orld’s eighth-largest
economy back from its financial
troubles.
He was succeeded by Fran
cisco Lopes, the bank’s director of
monetary policy.
At the same time, the Brazil

Student Center Annex for
more information, or call

973-655-5230.
MSU C rime R eport

P lease check here next week
fo r the M SU Crime Report.

New Montclair
mini-mall to be
developed

____________ SGA N ews & N otes_________________

A traffic consultant hired by
the Montclair Planning Board said
a proposal to turn the vacant
Hahne’s building into a $20 mil
lion mini-mall will not have a
negative impact on the neighbor
hood, according to township As
sistant Planner Mike Zichelli.
That means that the board will
probably vote on the proposal at
its next meeting on Feb. 8.
The study, which was performed by Watchung-baSed Atlan-

The first meeting o f the new semester
fo r the SGA will take place next
Wednesday, January 20. Check back
here next week for the latest SGA news.
__________________ F or T he R ecord___________________
The Montclarion willingly corrects its factual errors. If you think

that we have made a mistake in a story please call Editor-InChief, Kevin P. Hancock at 973-655-5230.

C hief and other top
officials resign

«fv WJJm.

EMS Chief TJ. Hynes and two other top EMS
officials resigned last month in a power struggle
over the newly established service. K .

‘

m

Three other people suffered
burn injuries, according to
Stephanie Burton of the Southwest
A rkansas M edical C enter in
nearby El Dorado.

Brutal MurderExplosion kills 3 Suicide Erupts in
Texas
in Arkansas
An explosion at an oil refinery
near Smackover, about 100 miles
south of Little Rock, killed three
people Wednesday, police said.
Capt. Larry Gleghom of the
Arkansas State Police said the ex
plosion happened around 10:30
a.m. CST (11:30 a.m. EST) as a
cleaning crew from an indepen
dent contractor was working on a
valve on a naphtha tank at the
Cross Oil Refinery.
Three members of that crew
were killed,___________________

A man believed to have been
lurking around his ex-wife’s home
ambushed and killed the woman,
her mother and their friend, then
killed himself early Wednesday
with a shotgun that police had con
fiscated but returned a week ear
lier.
Alan Dale Price, 48, was found
dead inside the home in this afflu
ent Dallas suburb. Police said he
turned his shotgun on himself af
ter gunning down Janette Jeffers,
43; her m other, M argaret
Compton, 67; and family friend

W orld N ews

M ontclarion today! Come

THE M O NTCLARION

“It was a difficult [decision!,
because you’re giving up some
thing you truly, truly love,” he
toldthe room, which included Chi
cago Bulls owner Jerry Reinsdorf
and NBA Commissioner David
Stem.

w

ian Central Bank announced it
would effectively devalue its cur
rency, known as the real, through
more flexible currency and inter
est rate policy.

New weapons
proposal
devised for Iraq
French diplomats at the United
Nations have put forward a pro
posal for a new weapons monitor
ing regime for Iraq that would re
sult in lifting the oil embargo im
posed after, its 1990 invasion of
Kuwait.
L o ca l N ew s
tic Traffic & Design Inc., said traffic generated by delivery trucks
will be comparable to the traffic
generated by the Hahne’s depart
ment store.
The planning board requested
the study at the applicant’s expense
to determine the affect of truck
traffic in the area.

New Plans
revealed for
Edison museum
1

' ■ -/

. .

The owner of an historic build-

ing adjacent to the Thomas A.
Edison museum on Main Street
last night appealed to the West
Orange council to support a reno
vation project that would cost the
township $2.5 million.
Lawrence Rosenthal, owner of
the 400,000-square-foot factorylike Edison “battery building,”
where the inventor’s first alkaline
batteries were made, outlined the
two-phase project turned down by
the council five years ago after
sustained community protest.
The Rosenthal building, built
in 1913 by Edison, is listed on both
the national and state register of
historic places. The Thomas A.
Edison museum, a federal land
mark, is next door.

ectors ci
ce of the university

Whitman’s college
.
appropriations are approved»**^
Over $550 million will be direa^J’|o .w i^ |^ |.
renovating college campuses. The plan allows
schools to grow without haying to ratfcc tuition.
MSU was allocated $28 million. '

And in a direct swipe at the
United Nations’ existing weapons
inspection program for Iraq, the
French proposal said “it is high
time for the Security Council to
recognize that no additional
progress on disarmament work can
be reached by an illusory resump
tion of unchanged previous meth
ods.”
U.N. weapons inspectors left
Iraq in December before airstrikes
by the United States and Britain.
The French proposal, a copy of
which was obtained by CNN, calls
for implementation of a long-term
monitoring system to prevent Iraq
from developing weapons of mass
destruction.
The system would be overseen
by a new independent commission.

dministfätion dealing with Greek life
lidence life a m o n g o i ^ r ^ ®
ss?o MSU along with ij
Wi
out h o w ih flt^
students,
c
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Party

Burst

CONTINUED FROM P. 1

CONTINUED FROM P. 1

Despite arrests most students are not wary
of future fraternity party raids
The SGA and administrative sanctions stem from a sting operation run by the New
Jersey State Police. The fraternity members were charged with selling alcohol to minors
and selling alcohol without a liquor license after the police broke up the bash held at a
Paterson catering hall Dec. 14, according to Star-Ledger reports. In addition to the mem
bers named previously, the others that were charged were:
Nicholas Polidora, 21, of Upper Montclair, Chris Blum of Lodi; Curt Banicki, 20, of
Bergen field; Patrick Halm, 18, of Lakewood; Anthony Russillo, 19, of Hasbrouck Heights
and Chris Neto, 18, of East Hanover.
Fifteen kegs valued at $750 and $370 in admission fees were also seized.

Freeman residents get a wet welcome back
“We have to make sure that all residents
know what happened," com m ented
O ’Brien. While details are still sketchy as
to why the pipe failed in the first place, sev
eral sources within the Maintenance Depart
ment as well as in the Office of Residence
Life claim that theories about the pipe freez
ing due to the heat being turned down or off
are not sufficient. “I don’t think it’s that,”
stated O’Brien, “It’s really not an adequate
explanation.”
Kiki Williams, Director of the Physical
Plant, was unavailable for comment.
“The whole thing’s a real mess, but I’m
glad to see they’re cleaning everything up,”
commented one Freeman Hall resident

whose room was damaged by the incident,
“What a way to start the new year.” While
students voiced their opinions over the lack
of elevator service when moving back in
after winter recess or over the smell of mold
in many rooms left sealed before break,
maintenance worked at restoring heat to all
of the rooms and fixing problems resulting
from the water damages. The elevator was
operational again yesterday afternoon. Resi
dence Life hopes to rectify the immediate
problems with affected rooms and common
areas shortly and Dr. O ’Brien stated that her
biggest concern was in “responding to resi
dents as soon as possible and preparing for
the opening and the student’s return [to cam
pus].”

D e g r e s s i o n .
^Banking

A flan in chemistry,
not character.

R e a c h H ig h e r

______

_ _

O jM M IT (908) 688-0100
w w w .sum m itbank.com

BANK
Member o f tbe Summit Boacorp

Please call our "Voice Box" system 24 hrs, 7 days/week, and
use Box #4400 for the positions below.

For more information call 1-800-717-3111

• PT Tellers
Glen Ridge, West Caldwell
When you join the Summit family, you will receive an attrac
tive salary, a comprehensive benefits package and more than
enough room for substantial growth. EOE M/F/D/V

M V NATIONAL ALLIANCE FOR RESEARCH
S u l ON SCHIZOPHRENIA AND DEPRESSION

*

3

“Voice Box" is a registered trademark of VOICE BOX SYSTEMS, Inc.

January 25

*

Monday January 25 is the final deadline to turn in
your application for a s c h o la r s h ip from the MSU
Alumni Association.
Did you turn yours in yet? Do it TODAY!
Drop your com pleted scholarship applications at the
Alumni House, 34 Normal Avenue directly across the street from the Football Field.
Questions? Call the Alumni Office at 655-4141.
Applications that are late and/or incomplete will not be accepted.
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perspective
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The Cast of Possible Side Effects: Top Left- Matt Donnelly, Jim Festante, John Frusciante, Justin Lloyd, Steven Booth, and Tom Schmidt. Bottom LeftRebekka Johnson, Michael Mintz, and Tamra Malaga. The troupe entertained the campus community at their second annual “Ratt Bash."

Good clean fun

PSE opened their second act with this improv gospel number.

PHOTOS BY
TIMOTHY M. CASEY

Michael Mintz and Tamra Malaga show off the new PSE shirts.
By Timothy M. Casey______________________________
Photography Editor

t the conclusion of the Fall 1998 semester,
while the rest of the campus was busy study
ing, there was plenty of activity to help stu
dents relax and forget their academic stress.
Possible Side Effects, an improv comedy troupe
composed of MSU students, organized a major event
they called “Ratt Bash.” After hours in the Student
Center on Dec. 10, they brought the house down with
their hilarious comedy scenes and upbeat spirit.

A

The event featured three live bands and another com
edy troupe from The College of New Jersey. The event
attracted over 300 people that were rolling in the aisles
by night’s end. PSE sold T-shirts bearing their name, made
to look like “Free Sex,” and gave out pizza, soda, and
their information booklet to all audience members. Prizes
were awarded at the conclusion of the show to reward
audience members who participated.
PSE, a chartered organization of the SGA, plans to
hold shows and workshops every week this semester.

Jim Festante played Oasis frontman Liam
Gallagher, part of Hollywood Squares.

T he

m o n tc lar io n

Fe a t u r e
A closer look into the holy Islamic month of Ramadan

Voi. 78 No. 15
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ January 14, 1999

By Summer Nazzal
Staff Writer

s Ramadan draws to a close, it is
important to reflect on the effects
of the event. Ramadan is the sacred
month where all Muslims fast from first light
till sundown, abstaining from food and
drink., They resume their life thereafter. It is
the ninth month of the Islamic calendar. De
pending on the phases of the moon, it be
gins ten to twelve days earlier each succes
sive year.
Fasting during the month of Ramadan
is the fourth of the five pillars of Islam,
which all Muslims must follow. The other
four pillars are the declaration of faith, the
5 daily prayers, the yearly zakah (alms-giv
ing to the needy) and finally the pilgrimage
to Mecca at least once in their life, if they
are able to. Each pillar is meant to provide a
foundation by which a person purifies him
or herself, both spiritually and physically.
Muslims believe that Ramadan confers great
blessings. The Revelation of the Quran
started in this month, which is the reason
why it is so sacred to all Muslims.
Muslims fast as a religious obligation
upon them, so as to please Allah (God) and
to earn His blessings and rewards. The ben
efits of this blessed month are too many to
be counted. The main function of fasting is
to make the individual pure from within.

A

Fasting awakens the conscience of the indi attain piety (2:183). In this aspect the fast
vidual, and at the same time provides acts as a shield against w rongdoing.
strength. It reminds each individual of those Muhammad once said: “Allah said that all
who are less fortunate, makes one realize of the actions of the son of Adam are for
the suffering of those deprived and promotes him except for fasting, for it is for Me and I
a sense of kindness to those who are in need. will recompense it. Fasting is a shield, and
when it is the day when one of
As a result, fasting during
you fasts, then let him not speak
this month benefits not
indecently or argue, and if any
only the individual, but
also the society as a whole,
one
abuses or seeks to fight him
“...fasting
let him say, ‘I am fasting’.”
for all Muslims, irrespec
during this
The Islamic Calendar is a
tive of their status, must
month
lunar one, and months go ac
fast during the same
cording to the various positions
month. This emphasizes
benefits not
of the moon. This means that
the essential equality of all
only the
over a period of a limited num
humans and thus goes a
individual, but
ber of years the Islamic fasting
long way towards creating
covers
the four major seasons of
in them sentiments of love
also the
the year and circulates (from au
and brotherhood. Fasting is
society as a
tumn to summer, from summer
a pious act at any time, but
whole...
to spring, spring t6 winter and
there is a special signifi
winter to autumn). In a spiritual
cance with the month of
sense this means that the Mus
Ramadan.
Fasting allows one to gain a greater lim enjoys the moral experience of fasting
sense of kindness, hospitality, compassion of various levels and tastes its spiritual fla
and generosity. It purifies the body, rejuve vors at variant seasons of variant climates:
nates the mind and allows one to live life sometimes in the winter of short and cold
with happiness. During Ramadan one is able days, sometimes in the summer of long, hot
to improve human relations, improve soci days and sometimes in between. This vari
ety and eliminate inflation, poverty and gain ety of experience remains at all times an im
control of oneself. The Quran teaches us that pressive feature of the liveliness of the Is
“Fasting is prescribed for you as it was pre lamic institution. It also stands as an unfail
scribed for those before you, that you may ing expression of readiness, dynamism and

adaptability on the part of the Muslim.
Once the month of fasting comes to an
end it is celebrated by a convention in a
holiday known as Eid Al-Fitr. On this day
Muslims join in a collective prayer at the
mosque (holy temple). Festivities are held
during the day and throughout the week to
celebrate and commemorate life, what Al
lah has given, and pay homage to those who
have departed from life. The holidays are a
time to enjoy the company of friends and
family. They are also a time to spread love,
cheer and the mighty blessings of God to
all those who need it.
It is imperative to educate ourselves
and others around us and for that reason
The Muslim Student Association would
like the campus to come to a better under
standing of Islamic life. It is necessary that
all people realize the sacrifices of life and
what Ramadan brings. It teaches how to
look at life in a different manner and ap
preciate what talents and skills each indi
vidual possesses. Since the month of
Ramadan is now coming to an end, it is
necessary for everyone to acknowledge the
impact of this blessed month. The Muslim
Student Association would like to share the
glory of this holiday with everyone so that
people of all cultures can appreciate
Ramadan.

Finance Column; How to
simplify stock market tables
By Rob Spiotti
Staff Writer

ast week the Dow Jones dropped
316.94 points. However, Friday and
Monday were moves in the right di
rection, showing gains in the market. As of
closing time on Monday the Dow was at
9070, 47 up over 50 points for the day. The
NASDAQ reached an all time high on Mon
day, gaining 37.47 to reach 2040.67. The
Standard and Poor 500 gained 10 to reach
1187 while the Russell 2000 was up 2.8 to
401.17 on Monday.
Once again internet stocks have fueled
the rocket-like perform ance of the
NASDAQ. Some of the stock performance
has been truly remarkable. For instance
EBay skyrocketed from 25 a share, to 234 a
share. All of this growth has investors in a
frenzy. Recently, the internet has caused a
spillover affect on some companies. This
phantom affect pertains to many companies
who are not directly related to internet com
panies, but will benefit from the growth.
One example of this is Federal Express, due
to increased internet sales more shipping is
needed and this has created more business
for them.
I would like to simplify the initially con

L

CO U R TESY O F NET PH O TO S

After the champagne toast at midnight, many take out their lists of New Year’s
resolutions, only to break them a day later.

I promise I will never do it
again; tips for the New Year
By Carolyn Velchik
Feature Editor

s soon as that ball drops and we are
done kissing our loved ones, or the
one person that we can see clearly
in front of us, out come the resolutions. You
know, that huge list of mistakes that we
made and hope not to make again in the
upcoming year. To most humans, adhering
to this list is virtually impossible.
Usually only one force of nature stands
in the way of obeying our list and that is
willpower. When told not to do something,
the average person will do it anyway, even
if the instruction is coming from themselves.
When faced with such a task, keeping in
mind why a specific resolution was made
might be helpful. For example, maybe you
resolved to be more responsible at parties.
Remembering the beer goggle theory that
made quite an impression on your life might
help you to accomplish your goal.
Constant thought about the actual reso
lution might also help. Keep in mind the
company that you share. Distraction and
peer pressure in the end will lead most
people to forget they ever made resolutions.
If you want to be more responsible, your

A

best friend chanting a drinking song in front
of you would not be good. Try to associate
yourself with people who support your goals
for the New Year.
A visual aide reminder can also be a ben
eficial resource. When you look at one rea
son why you made the resolution it Plight
help you want to stick to it. Asking your best
friend to occasionally give you a glance at
those blackmail pictures that they have of
you might be helpful as a visual reminder.
Always keep in mind the benefits that
will come if you follow your list. Many
times people tend to think that they are miss
ing out on something by following their
resolution, when often it is the exact oppo
site. Being responsible at a party might take
away from throwing up and hangovers. You
may also increase your chance of waking
up in your own bed, instead of in the road
behind a bar.
Whatever method you choose to follow,
do not give up. Believe in yourself and your
ability to accomplish these resolutions>Stay
strong. Remember if in the end you fail at
accomplishing your goal, you can always
give your best friend a chance to videotape
you sleeping in a bathtub after wallowing
away your disappointment.

fusing stock tables. They generally appear
in the business section of a newspaper and
can easily be read and understood once the
fundamentals are explained. The tables can
be a useful tool to get a general idea and
some basic information about a stock.
They tell an investor many things. First,
one can see within the last 52 weeks it has
traded as low as 26 and as high as 46. The
dividend column tells you what its last divi
dend payment was. For this company you
would get $0.32 for each share you own.
Its yield is what it multiplies share price by
to determine the dividend. As a smart in
vestor you look for a high yield so you can
make more money per share. Volume is how
many shares were traded that particular day.
Its high, low and close show how the price
fluctuates during the trading day and what
it ended at. The net change is how much
per share it has changed since the prior day.
Another valuable term investors use to
analyze the stock market is the winner/loser
ratio. This is basically a ratio of how many
stocks went up, declined and remained the
same at the end of the day. For example, on
Monday the New York Stock Exchange had
1724 winners, 1330 losers and 504 un
changed stocks. This can be used to see
what kind of activity occurred that day.

The last 52 weeks
High: 46 Low: 26 Stock: Mattel Dividend: .32
Yield%: 1.0 PE: 20 Close: 31
Net Change: -1/2
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T he R eal W orld
In addition to posting and updating a
resume, College Central offers a search for
jobs link. New listings appear regularly, so
check often. My job search results reflect
the criteria entered and the jobs posted to
MSU.
JOBTRAK is a nation-wide, full-time
job listing service for MSU students and
alumni, which exists in partnership with
Career Services. Upon entering JOBTRAK,
I filled out a user profile and resume which
can be updated whenever I log on. My user
profile contains brief information similar to
a resume, while including employment pref
erences and demographic information.
JOBTRAK provides extensive career
services, which answered my myriad of
questions and provided guidance. Specifi
cally, the job search tips section ran the
gamut from networking with employers to
negotiating my salary. An extremely help
ful section exists within ow to conduct an
effective job search. Here, JOBTRAK out
lines successful strategies ranging from selfassessment to obtaining a job offer and con
tinuing career plans. City snapshots al
lowed me to conveniently compare and con
trast two cities according to demographic,
economic, and climate information. A sal
ary calculator was available as well.
It is not difficult to see the wide range
of services offered by College Central and
JOBTRAK. I ’m able to look into the spe
cifics of jobs: salary, education require
ments, location, responsibilities of a job and
a contact person’s name, phone number, and
or e-mail address. As two of my job search
tools, these services allow me to search for,
and be searched by, potential employers. In
conclusion, College Central and JOBTRAK
provide the busy student with thorough and
literally profitable job search tools.

By Adam Meyer, Graduate Student

Staff Writer

W

hile walking on campus, I kept
overhearing: “I have to get a job
when I graduate, but I can not
seem to find the time to look!” I agree be
cause I am a busy student as well and find
ing the time to search for a job has proven
difficult. Luckily, we are in the age of
Jetsonesqe job search tools: College Cen
tral and JOBTRAK. These two web-based
tools are free and at my fingertips. Both of
these services provide jobs listed specifi
cally for MSU students, the ability to post
my resume on-line, career information and
much more.
I located C ollege Central and
JOBTRAK through the Career Services
web-site: http://www.montclair.edu/Pages/
CareerServices/Career.html. I clicked on
New and I was there. I suggest you pay
close attention to password information be
cause remembering this information can
save you a lot of time.
College Central is a regional job listing
service sponsored by the MSU Alumni As
sociation. Services therein include a Stu
dent Central link. I posted my resume at
this site which can be updated at any time
and remains in Student Central through the
summer after I graduate. It can be submit
ted directly to employers and I can format
on-line or cut and paste from a word-processed document. I saved myself some time
by having resume information handy such
as, my educational and work experience
(past/present employers, dates/months of
employment, and skill-oriented accomplish
ments). Resume page links provided me
sample resumes, but be aware of grammar
and spelling because College Central does
not check them.

EXCLUSIVELY A T PAPER HILL!
HIS ONLY NEW JERSEY APPEARANCE!
WEDNESDAY.* THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10 & 11 • 8 PM

W AYNE NEW TON

<U

• Free HIV Testing, 9 a.m.-1 p.m. Health and Wellness
Center, Blanton Hall
______ ______
International Students Organization, 12:30-2 p.m. SC 415
Enlightened Eating, 3:30-4:30 p.m. BL Hall
¡I
Four Walls Meeting, 4 p.m. SC 121
Conservation Club Meeting, 4:15 p.m. SC 104
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship, 7:30 p.m. SC 412

• Go to New York City and visit an art museum.

Q
i
• Buy those last minute books before classes
begin on Monday!

J.5
10/
^

/

/

• Martin Luther King Day! No classes!!!
•Narcotics Anonymous, 3:30-4:30 p.m. BL Hall
• Muslim Students Organization, 4 p.m. SC 417
• NAACP meeting/ study hall, 7 p.m. SC Cafe C

, j^ t / £ u p

|

J

rs

• Free HIV Testing, 12-5 p.m. Health and Wellness Center,
T u e |^
Blanton Hall
• LASO Meeting, 3:30 p.m. SC Cafe C
• Alcoholics Anonymous, 3:30-4:30 p.m. Health and Wellness 1
Center, Blanton Hall
J
• Conservation Club Meeting, 5 p.m. SC 104

Commuter Breakfast, 8:30 a.m. SC 104
Free Pool, 12-2 p.m. SC Game Room
Double Helix, Molecular/ Biology Club Meeting, 4 p.m.
IMA 258

It’s that time again...
Tax time.
Let North Jersey FCU help...

Mr. Las Vegas • $65, $55

THEIR ONLY N.J.
APPEARANCE!

#

/ '
!

'

/ s
* • ¿Zá

x> y

D E I) PERRY'S
:

m :

.

NIGEL TRIFFITT

flncMNfcsipJlyl
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13 • 6 PM & 9 PM • $40, $35, $30
7&P

The rough, tough, rocking theatrical entertainment that turns tap dancing upside downl

RUE
McCLANAHAN
Television’s
Emmy Awardwinner from
“Golden Girls"

GU&

by A. R. Gurney
The complexity of a lifelong relationship is revealed in this unique and imaginative theatre
piece. The letters exchanged between Andrew Makepeace Ladd IN” and “Melissa Gardner”
create an evocative, touching, frequently funny but always telling character study as we
follow the couple through life, love, success, and sadness. TWO PERFORMANCES ONLY!

It’s time to start preparing for the dreaded deadline of April
15th. With papers and exams all due, who has time to worry
about doing taxes? North Jersey FCU understands your busy
lifestyle. That’s why we are offering our members some help
again this year with tax and accounting services provided by
Fontanella and Babitts, CPA’s. They are offering Individual
tax preparation services at discounted prices for all North
Jersey FCU members.
As a student or employee, here at Montclair State University,
you and your Family are eligilbe for the benefits and services
of North Jersey Federal Credit Union at 973-785-9200, just ask
for Jackie Sturm @ x. 382 to get more details on how to be
come a member and take advantage of our valuable services.

Valentine’s Day, Sunday, February 14,1999 ▼2:00 p.m. & 7:30 p.m . » Tickets: $45 & $30

TICKETS ON SALE NOW * CALL: 973-376-4343
VISA • MasterCard • Discover • Visit us at www.papermill.org

*--------- (

THESTATETHEATREOf HEWJEP3EY

(p a p e r

)______

m il l p l a y h o u s e ;

BROOKSIDE DRIVE, MILLBURN, NJ 07041
____________________ Oates and perform ers are subject to change

Visit our web site at: www.njfcu.otg
or E-mail us at info@njfcu.org
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M IN D O V E R M A T T E R
By Dr. Susan Herman

Achieving your goals: the secret is
focus
ocusing is the process of bringing to
6. Anxiety can distract you from your
gether resources to accomplish a goals. If you are easily distracted, or if you
goal. First you need a plan. Then distract yourself with compulsive cleaning,
you need focus to carry yourself though each phone-calling, eating etc. you are using
step of that plan. Focusing is particularly symptomatic activities designed to relieve
important when the task at hand is difficult, your anxiety.
different and/or prolonged. An example of
7. Underachievers don’t focus because
this is writing a paper. You focus step by they fear the outcome will result in failure
step, gathering facts, outlining your struc and rejection. Paradoxically, they may also
ture, organizing the information, writing the fear success and acceptance.
text and editing the text.
8. People who are very involved with
The crucial element is having something their feelings need to learn how to reflect
to focus on. What we focus on is called the on and control their emotions. Feelings are
goal. Without a goal the mind wanders and important, but it takes thinking and logic to
become situation-oriented, responding to the make goals realistic.
9. Disenchanted people refuse to com
environment rather than to an internal sense
pete and reject the goal-setting process. It
of focus.
is important to know when to fight and when
Problems in focusing.
1.
Setting the wrong goals. Although
not to.
10. Overachievers can become addicted
many people think they have goals, they re
to focusing because it is reinforcing. They
ally don’t.
v
tend to keep increasing their goals and can
2.
People do not know how to reach their
goals. Their methods of reaching goals are wear themselves out.
HOW TO STAY IN FOCUS
inadequate.
3.
Lack of interest in the goals. People Asking for feedback is the best way to
who set goals to please others do not care if find out if your goals and strategies for
reaching them are realistic. Check with
they achieve them.
people you respect. Although you may think
4.
They wonder if their goals are still
valid. They question whether they still want you have clear goals and a good strategy,
other people in your life may have a clearer
the same goal(s).
view of problems you have overlooked. Re
5.
They discover that their goals are no
longer attainable A student realizes that his view your goals regularly to make sure they
major will not be able to help him/her get are still in focus and are the ones you want.
the job he/she wants and loses heart. Some It’s important to refocus often so that you
people have an especially difficult time fo don’t lose sight of what you are trying to
accomplish.
cusing.
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Your source for Back-to-School Everything!
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Phone Cards
Call your Mothnr, ih t misses you.
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•Also Available in 100 i T |
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•No connection chargo
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• E V E R Y WEDNESDAY •
Day peck
W Hh h a rti . i bottom

$ 2 9 .0 0

RANDOM
IIO tM

PHYSICS

T j iV’sai1 r [

50 cent Drafts, s2.00 Sol, $2.00 Jager

7700 cubic frKh.il.

WEBSTER'S

S|»,\Y 1 N

S U PER SO N IC SOUND! SUBTERRANEAN GROOVES!
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• E V E R Y THURSDAY •

COLLEGE
---- $ 1 3. 00/ :
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$1 9 . 4 6 /
M u s ic CDs

We also carry TiXTBOOKS
at Incredibly Low Prices!

& $2.00IMPORT PINTS
• FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS •

C A K E ßOQ

$1.00 B ar Drinks & Coors Drafts Till 11:00 pm
D J Spins the Sm art Dance Mix
O PE N W E D N E S D A Y - S A T U R D A Y T I L L 3 AM

10 Minutes From
IOO% wC!^ Protein
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Directions from campus: Rt. 3 East to Passaic Ave.
Nutley/Passaic exit, go right off ramp, go three traffic lights &
make a left, (Van Houten Ave.) Go to first traffic light, make a
right onto Broadway. Loop in on right.
3 ? 3 B R O A D W A Y P A S S A / C P A R /? , M J 9 P 3 - 3 6 S - 0 8 0 P
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Quality movies are worth the cash
High prices at the theaters
seem reasonable as long as
the movies are entertaining

knows where movie technology will be in
another year. The animation alone makes
the price of fare reasonable, yet with the
voices of Kevin Spacy, Julia Louis-Dreyfus,
By Lynette Surie
Dave Foley, Madeline Kahn, Dennis Leary,
and Phyllis Diller. the ticket price seems like
Arts Editor
mere pennies.
t has become discouraging in recent
Patch Adams, released Dec. 25, is an
years with the rise of movie theater other wonderful reason to go to the movies.
prices and the fall of quality movies. It Based on the real life of Hunter “Patch”
is true that moviemakers are spending as- Adams, Robin Williams takes this movie to
the stars and be
tro n o m ic a l
yond. The man
am ounts of
ner in which
money for
W illiams por
the produc
trays Adams is
tion of fea
hum orous as
ture movies
well as factual.
today, take
This is the story
1998’s block
buster Ti
to brighten our
lives and make
tanic, forexit just a little bit
ample - it was
easier to smile
wonderfully
each day. The
scored, cos
story contains
tum ed, di
rected, and
such a fine ex
ample of human
cast, all for
which
it
nature and kind
claim ed 11
ness. Adams,
Oscars. Yet Mighty Joe Young strikes a pose for the audience.
after admitting
Titanic
himself to a psy
seemed to be the only shining star in recent chiatric ward, becomes a doctor in order to
years. Producers have also spent millions help people. While facing challenges in
on flops such as Water World and so-so school, his kind, humorous nature takes hold
movies such
of the patients
as Scream
in the hospital
and Scream
and his fellow
2. Many film
students. The
critics have
move is really
had the “ it
thought-pro
didn’t really
voking as it
thrill
m e”
shows what a
feeling for
little laughter
years, and
can do for a
m ore
and
person. It re
more movies
ally shows that
began to be
a
hum an’s
“blah” or “all
compassion is
right” to mov
truly “titanic.”
iegoers who
M ighty
sperfF ■WPf
Joe Young,
$350 billion John Travolta looks at a toxic river in A Civil Action.
also released
dollars on
on Dec. 25,
movies last year alone.
gives old and young a handle on the injus
It seems like the price of a ticket to the tices that human beings do unto animals.
movies is not justified anymore. “All right” The animatronic puppetry of this huge, but
movies are not worth the $8.25 to get in and not quite humongous, gorilla is really a spe
the $40 concession price any longer, which cial effects marvel. The massive arms and
was until a
the like, such
new batch of
as hair covered
“ Titanic”
body
of
m o v i e s
M ighty Joe
rushed into
Young, make
the theaters.
the viewer be
lieve that he is
A Bug’s
real.
The
Life, released
storyline also
Nov. 20, was
does another
not just your
thing for the
ru n -o f-th e audience; by
mill kiddie
showing the
flick. While
villainous
it was e x 
predator of
trem ely e n 
poachers, the
tertaining to
COURTESY OF UNIVERSAL PICTURES
audience is en
the younger Gwyneth Paltrow and Joe Fiennes cut a rug in
lightened to
generations, Shakespeare in Love.
the
plight of
older genera
the
endangered
species
they
may
rarely, if
tions flipped over it as well. Directed by
ever,
think
of.
While
we
all
plod
through
John Lassetcr and Andrew Stanton, this ani
this
concrete
jungle
of
our
own
man
made
mated film is a sure bet to become a classic.
habitat,
hundreds
of
species
around
the
With the expansion of computer animation,
world
are
being
hunted
for
their
teeth,
coat,
a full-length animated picture becomes so
realistic at times that one can forget that it bones, or for no reason other than sport and
is a cartoon. Animation has come such a are being wiped out. Mighty Joe Young
long way since Snow White, the first full sent a really good message out to those who
length animated picture. With all the rapid saw it. This movie is worth going to see for
advances being made in this field, who the human message it relays and the utter

I

A Bug’s Life is more than just a kid’s film.

cuteness of 3,000-pound gorilla.
Shakespeare in Love has made over
$4.2 million last weekend alone, and has
been claimed to be one of this decade’s best
films. This is not your ordinary “To be or
not to be” Shakespeare film, this is the a
film about Shakespeare the playwright. It
is a different spin writers Tom Stoppard
(Rosencrantz and G uildenstern Are
Dead) and Marc Norman (Cutthroat Is
land) took to make this film an original, not
just another screen adaptation to a stage clas
sic. The movie has been five years in the
making and 10 since it was conceived. Af
ter a change in directors and studios, and a
$10 million suit by former director Edward
Zwick, the film was well worth the wait,
and deserves all the acclaim in the world.
A Civil Action stars John Travolta as
slicker-than-ice lawyer Jan Schlichtmann
who goes through a breakdown of his ego

while helping the sick residents of a local
town in the process. With his lawyer ex
pertise he starts a suit on two multimillion
dollar companies for the sake of the dying
and sick; the quest to win becomes moral,
not financial. Travolta really shows the
range of his acting abilities in this film. It
is a far cry from the Saturday Night Fever
and Pulp Fiction and shows that he cannot
be typecast. It is dramatic as well as funny,
and well worth the price of a ticket.
Overall, the movies that have arrived in
theaters during the holiday season have
proved to be worth their price. Aside from
the uncomfortable seats, flypaper floors, and
super fattening food, movie theaters really
have something to offer us in the entertain
ment field. The only thing moviegoers will
have to hope for is that there is no plans for
a Spice World 2 or a Halloween S 0 2

P eople ’s

‘C98

Compiled By Lynette Surie
Arts Editor

o

The People’s Choice Awards were held Sunday Jan. 10 and broadcast on CBS.
All-Star comedian Ray Romano, who stars in the CBS series Everybody Loves Raymond,
was the host of the awards program. It was the 25th Anniversary of the PCA, the first
awards honoring movies, television, and music in which Americans like us vote for
our favorites. The winners represent the polling of over 200 million people. Winners
are as follows:

Favorite Television Dramatic v

All Time Favorite Motion Picture
Star
Harison Ford
A

Secies

All Time Favorite Television Star
Bill Cosby

Favorite Television Comedy
S e r ie s
TIE: Frasier and Seinfeld

All Time Favorite Musical
Performer
Elton John

Favorite Male Musical Performer
G arth B rooks

Favorite Female Television
Performer
Helen Hunt

Favorite Female Musical
Performer
C eline Dion

Favorite MaleTelevision
Performer
Tim Allen

Favorite Motion Picture
Titanic

Favorite Female Performer in a
New Television Series
C hristina Applegate
Favorite Male Performer in a
New Television Series
Nathan Lane
Favorite New Television Comedy

ER

Favorite Dramatic Motion
Picture
Titanic
Favorite Comedy Motion Picture
T h e re ’s S om ething A bout
M ary
Favorite Motion Picture Actor A
Tom Hanks
o

TIE: W ill & G race and Jesse

Favorite New Television
L.A. Doctors

Favorite Motion Pictu re A ctres s
Sandra B ullock
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News Breaks -

By Lynette Surie

Arts Editor

Marilyn Manson in the Raw: The gay men’s magazine Honcho will
publish nude pictures of Manson in it’s March issue. The photo’s were
taken early in the band’s career and were published after photographer
Richard Kem found them “lying around.” Manson’s press office has not
yet made any statement on whether action was being taken to prevent the
pictures from being published.
No Doubt begins a new album: At the official No Doubt website
(www.nodoubt.com) guitarist Tom Dumont says that the band finally
found a new producer and will begin work on a new album. “There are
two pieces of positive news for us at the moment. Number one, it looks
like we’ve sorted out our producer situation, and we expect to finally
begin recording again in February. Number two, we plan to record an
original song (and film a video) this month which should appear in a
movie coming out in March,” said Durmont.
Abu-Jamal Benefit Set: Rage Against the Machine has recruited the
Beastie Boys and Bad Religion for a benefit concert in support of
imprisoned writer/activist Mumia Abu-Jamal. The show will be held at
the Continental Airlines Arena in East Rutherford on Jan. 28. The
proceeds will be going to the International Concerned Family and
Friends of Mumia Abu-Jamal. Tickets for the show went on sale today.
Rage’s Tom Morello says, “Mumia’s trial was a gross miscarriage of
justice. Just unbelievable. ‘Highlights’ included the prosecutorial (sic)
misconduct, intimidation of witnesses by the police, suppression of
evidence of Mumia’s innocence, a jury illegally purged of African
Americans, a hostile racist judge and a prosecution who argued for the
death penalty based on Abu-Jamal’s political beliefs! Mumia is an
outspoken revolutionary, a hero to millions around the world, and we will
not allow his voice to be silenced. We join with Amnesty International in
demanding a new trial for Mumia Abu-Jamal. This is no ordinary show.
We are playing for a man’s life.”

pates!

BILLIARDS
Phone: 973-365-9856
Fax: 973-778-8781

1158 Main Ave
Clifton, NJ

Open 7 Days
From 11am - 2am

$12.00 per hour rents you the table fo r 2, 3 or 4 players!
(1/2 price, $6.00 per hour for one player)
20% college ID discount all day every day
W ednesday night C -C lass tournam ents
Thursday night - Ladies Play Free!

Professional Tables

•

Snack Bar • Fun Friendly Atmosphere

Write for Arts
I t looks great on a
resume and it is really
nice to see your name
in print.
call x5241

A merican MUsic A wards Stuff to Scoobv Dooev oo,„
Compiled By Lynette Surie
Arts Editor

On Jan. 11 the American Music Awards were held. The coordinators of the event
decided to aim for a young audience by making the co-hosts of the event Brandy
(R&B Teen Diva) and Melissa Joan Hart (Clarissa Explains It All and Sabrina the
Teenage Witch). Given the award is not the Grammys, but it does have an impact on
the performers as well as the consumer. The winners were as follows:

Favorite Soul/ R&B.Album
Big W illie Style, W ill Sm ith

Favorite New Soul / R&B ArtM
Lauryn Hill
I

Favorite Country Album
A
S evens, G arth B ro o ks

Favorite Latin Music Artist
E nrique Iglesias

Favorite Adult Contemporary

Artist
C eline Dion

F a yp rü eP ß p J_ R o Qk. Ba n d . DuQ
or Group
A erosm ith

Thurs, Jan 14

Mon, Jan 18

Dr Jekyll and M r Hyde,

George’s Open Jam, Spiral,

2p.m. and 8p.m. Papermill
Playhouse, Mübum NJ

NY NY

Jazz Jam, Lenox Lounge, NY
Evil Dick, Spiral, NY NY
I:
: Uk
Candy Jones, Maxwells

Fri, Jan 15
Hoboken, NJ

Fa v o rite Flap / Hip Hop A rtis
M aster P

Favorite Country Band. P i
Group
A labam a
Favorite New Pod / Rock Artist
‘N S ync

Favorite S.QuL/.fl.&.B..Banct.. Duo
QL G roup
K-Ci & Jo Jo

Favorite Pop / Rock Album
Big W illis Style, W ill Sm ith
Favorite S o u n dtra ck
Titanic
F avorite.N e w C ountry Aitis i
D ixie C hicks

Favorite Alternative Art. \
Pearl Jam
v—

*

,

.v.

Lew Anderson Big Band,
Birdland, NY NY

(

Sat, iJan
16‘ | | %$\
$

Favorite. Male. SouiLB&B.Mist

Clay Pigeons / Dog Bat
Roll / Downpore / G u y
Smiley, Spiral, NY NY

Favorite Female S o u l/R & B
cArtist
Janet Jackson

Le Clique Party, China
China Club, NY NY

Favorite Male Pod / Rock Artist
Eric Clapton
Favorite Female Pop / Rock
Artist
C eline Dion

}i

V. . f

t;

Tues, Jan 19
NY NY
J III";-

0

lU

Fear Factory / System of a
Down / Soineshank, Irving
Plaza, NY NY

Lit Plastic, Arlene Grocery,
NY NY

Favorite Female Country Artist
S hania Twain

W ill Sm ith

j

Bobcats / Deep Fuzz, Spiral,

Alexi Lalas, Maxwells,
f;

NY

Sun, Jan 17
Fear Factory / System of
a Down / Soineshank,
Irving Plaza, NY NY

Wed, Jan 20
Dentrites, The Orange Bear,
NY NY

Roots, Wetlands Preserve,
NY NY

Speeddealer, Brownies, NY
NY
If there are any exciting and
worthwhile events you know of that
would like to be placed on this
calander, feel free to contact Lynette
at x 5241.
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MAIN E D I T O R I A L

The Voice of
Montclair State
Should on-campus students
be permitted to remain
in their residence halls
over winter recess?
Yes. Some of us either have nowhere to go for
three weeks or have a very uncomfortable place in
which we must return to. I think that they only close
to give the Residence Life staff the time off, but they
really don't think of where the students will go for that
time.

Charles Flannery,
M.A. Candidate: Counseling
I feel it is wrong to not permit residence hall stu
dents on-campus stay at their dorms. I think that it is
up to the student to make the decision if they want to
stay or not. They are big enough to figure out how to
provide themselves with food. I don’t see any effect to
it. So, what is the point?

Y. Decastro, No major given
'l fi *JJ*; i '.'-A'A"'Vti K i
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I don’t think that we should have to leave campus
over winter recess or spring break. Some people have
to travel far distances and others have obligations with
their jobs. We should have the option to stay.

Charmaine Walker, Accounting
For a related article on what
happened when students went home
over w inter recess, turn to page one.

Question of the Week:

What should be the first issue
addressed by newly-appointed
Director of Residence Life
Dr, Melinda O ’Brien?
LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD!

Call 655-7616 or e-mail
VellucciJ@alpha.montclair.edu
to respond.
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Water Ravages Freeman Hall But
Res. Life Offers The Solutions
Residents of the first five floors of Freeman Hall were pleasantly surprised upon return
ing to their rooms on Tuesday. A hot water steam line “failed”, supposedly the technical
term, over recess and was not discovered until campus police responded to a fire alarm
triggered by steam on the fifth floor at approximately 9 a.m. on Jan. 1. The water from this
steam line had been going long enough and strong enough that rooms were damaged all
the way down to the first floor of Freeman Hall, as were lounges, laundry rooms, hallways
and the infamous, malfunctioning Freeman Hall elevator. Welcome back, everyone, and
Happy New Year.
What was more impressive than the damages caused by this recent display of the qual
ity of on-campus buildings, however, was the response from administrators.
The newly appointed Director of Residence Life, Dr. Melinda O ’Brien, responded to
student concerns with a degree of grace, even scheduling building meetings to introduce
herself and explain the aftermath of the incident. In a letter to all Freeman Hall residents,
John Goscinski, Assistant to the Director, stated, “We want to be sure that all your needs,
questions and concerns have been met.” And met they were. Several administrative of
fices combined their efforts to ensure that student concerns were addressed to the fullest.
Physical Plant workers removed water from floors and from the fifth floor lounge, re
paired broken radiators, cleaned student carpeting and water-damaged tile floors, and spent
hours struggling with the elevator. A representative of the Office of Environmental Health
and Safety, Terry Stempel, went room to room with Freeman/Russ Hall Complex Director
John Lowney answering students’ questions about the vinyl mattresses (which were not
damaged) and the growth of mold on the tile floors. Dolores Pierce and the University
Risk Management Office helped students file forms with the state of New Jersey to reim
burse them for their damaged valuables.
Though several sources within both Residence Life and the Maintenance Department
spoke poorly of Freeman Hall’s overall structural condition, complaints were not in the
course of designated action and the speed at which things have started to be repaired has
impressed even those who suffered most from the incident. It’s just a shame that it takes
on this campus and at this university.
Though the cause of the steam line’s failure is still vague and somewhat unclear, the
aftermath is anything but that. Though many have shouted over the need for better fore
sight, for Residence Life to take better care of the residence halls over extended recesses,
they should be applauded for the job they are doing in cleaning up after the mess. For the
newly-appointed Director of Residence Life, introduced to the campus in a baptism of fire,
not to mention the dozens and hundreds of students directly affected by the incident, it’s
unfortunate that such a mess ever had to happen in the first place.
The Montclarion Mailbox Policy
• All letters must be typed. • Letters exceeding 51)0 w ords will not be considered for publication. • Once
received, letters are property o f The Montclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters will
not be printed unless they include the au thor's nam e, major, social security num ber and phone num ber o r email address. • Only-one letter by an author will be printed each m onth. • Subm ission deadline: M onday,
10:00 p.m. • Letters may be subm itted through e-m ail to VellucciJ@alpha.moiuclair.edu or sent to The

Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Montclair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper
Montclair, NJ 07043.
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Saving MSUs Underground & Under-Funded College Radio Station
hen WMSC General Manager
Ted Dilorio was elected as the
station’s Production Director
four years ago, then-General Manager A1
Reisman and station member Frank Riley
were struggling with requests for new equip
ment and better funding from the univer
sity. From most descriptions available, they
might as well have been butting their heads
up against brick walls, as administrator af
ter administrator stalled and denied the
station’s requests. It seems that the more
that things change, the more they stay the
same.
In the September 24,1998 edition of The
Montclarion, the front page boldly declared,
“WMSC fixes old problems.” TTie follow
ing article stated what many had been hop
ing fo r that much of the often-ailing and
outdated equipment in the station’s produc
tion and main studios would be replaced or
repaired. The article, however, was a con
firmation of yet another in a long line of
unfulfilled and broken promises to the sta
tion, which has been serving MSU and the
surrounding community since 1967.
To understand the problems which still
presently plague the station, however, one
must understand the history of those prob
lems.
Four years ago, shortly before Ted
Dilorio’s tenure as Production Director, an
independent m edia corporation, Press
Broadcasting, paid MSU $175,000 to move
WMSC from its place on the dial at 101.5
FM to its present location at 90.3 FM.
$100,000 of that sum came in the form of
advertising on the newly-acquired 101.5;
$50,000 was a “gift” to the university itself;
$25,000 paid for the actual change in the
station’s frequency, which required a tech
nician to climb the tower located near the
Clove Road Apartments, as well as the fil
ing of all FCC-related paperwork. WMSC,
upon relocation, asked that some of the
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money be used to upgrade
the station’s equipment,
already growing slowly
out of date. The univer
sity claimed that the sta
tion could suffice with
funding from the SGA,
Justin
which presently amounts
VELLUCCI to near $ 1,300 per semes
ter for equipment repairs.
WMSC continued to request increases in
their funding. Dean Wilcox was assigned
to the case.
Wilcox claimed that, if the station pro
vided quotes for expenses in replacing/repairing the old equipment, the university
would choose the lowest bidder (as is stan
dard state operating procedure) and Tony
Petrillo, in the university’s Purchasing De
partment, would do the paperwork.
Another year passed. The more that
things change, the more they stay the same.
Petrillo then allegedly cold-shouldered
WMSC’s requests, himself hiring a “con
sultant” to draw up a proposal for new equip
ment. WMSC was not allowed to view the
proposal.
When Production Director Dilorio fi
nally received a copy of the document, he
found that it was a poorly-sketched list of
odds and ends which didn’t fix the prob
lems that the station was having. In the
words of one WMSC staff member, “They
were just throwing money at us.” More time
passed. Dean Wilcox retired and Dean
Helen Matusow-Ayres, presently the Dean
of Students, was assigned to the case.
The problems continued. The univer
sity began to claim that no part of the
$ 175,000 received from Press Broadcasting
was intended for station repair. The $25,000
for the change in frequency allegedly dissi
pated when the technician climbed the sta
tion tower.
WMSC, around this time, began to be
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Speaking for itse.lf:
Education beyond “broken English yy
Gee! It’s lucky that neither Sigmund Freud nor Albert Einstein taught at Montclair
State University. Their broken english would have been so troublesome and not worth
the effort to understand them.
John E. King, Sociology

Taking responsibility fo r ourselves:
In defense o f Dr. Thiruvathukal
I was so angered by the attitudes to cus. I think that it is extremely unprofessional for any student to
ward Dr. Thiruvathukal
blame their grade on the
that for the first time in 3.5
“I think that it
professor’s accent. Come
years, I am prompted to
is extremely
on. Realistically, this is
write to The Montclarion.
unprofessional for
college, not gram m ar
I had Dr. “T” for General
Oceanography over a year any student to
school. It is time to take
ago. I initially had to con blame their grade on responsibility for our ac
tions (this includes the
centrate in order to under
the professor’s
classes we take).
stand him, but I made the
^
If I felt that I would be
commitment to do well. I accent._____ ^
prevented
from doing well
sat in the front of the c la ss-------------------in
a
class
because of the
room and paid attention. If
I didn’t understand anything that he said, I way the professor talks, I would drop it. I
recommend that others do the same instead
asked.
I consider being a student my occupa of placing blame.
tion. I wouldn’t be able to sufficiently do
Sarah Faulks, English
my job without some concentration and fo

come extremely vocal about being shorthanded and underfunded, though they aired
and continue to air no negative press about
administrative negligence over the airwaves,
which reaches a 12.5 mile radius around
campus, touching from 300,000 - 600,000
potential listeners, many of whom are fu
ture MSU students. Another administrator,
Curtis Jackson, then the Executive Assis
tant to the Vice President of Student Devel
opment & Campus Life, was assigned to the
case.
WMSC began to ask the -university if
they would relinquish control of the station’s
license to the SGA __________________
or directly to the
students of the uni
versity. They also
began to question
seeking funds from
commercial under
writing, Coca Cola
leading the pack of
those that have offered to support the sta
tion. Karen L. Pennington, Vice President
of Student Development & Campus Life,
was assigned to the case.
The university then signed a contract
with technician Steve Pepe to do the needed
repairs to the station during the summer of
1998. He worked for over four months and
was not paid. The Emergency Alert Sys
tem, delivered to the station back in 1996,
is not yet installed and there have been ru
mors circulating that administrators have
started to panic over the heavy fines that the
FCC would place on the university if they
discovered that it had not paid to install the
system. Louis Anderson, a former employee
in the Student Center and presently the Ex
ecutive Assistant to the Vice President of
Student Development & Campus Life, was
assigned to the case.
Now, it’s 1999. WMSC’s.membership
has tripled since last year and it continues

to broadcast on aging and aching equipment
to the surrounding community. Within its
radius are hundreds of thousands of poten
tial listeners in Montclair, Clifton, Little
Falls, Paterson, Parsippany, Paramus and be
yond. More liberal estimates place the num
ber of potential listeners between 1,000,000
and 1,200,000, and the station receives calls
from listeners from as far away as Hoboken
and Irvington. The numbers speak for them
selves.
The Board of Trustees wants to hold the
precious commodity of a college radio sta
tion to highlight their admission viewbooks
without dealing with the
responsibility of its
funding or m ainte
nance. Little problems
snowball into larger di
lemmas, with many just
looking for assistance
that isn’t there.
G eneral M anger
Ted Dilorio has questioned repeatedly as to
how long the administration will hope that
the problems just go away, depending on
students just turning their heads and ignor
ing the ills and problems until graduation.
When an organization becomes vocal about
this negligence or mismanagement, there is
apparently only one solution: more admin
istrators.
While technician Steve Pepe has still not
been paid for four months of labor, Louis
Anderson, the latest in a long line of admin
istrative brick walls, was paid $73,749.67
in Fiscal Year 1998 and then received an al
m ost $3,000 raise, slated to make
$76,231.33 in Fiscal Year 1999. You de
cide.
Until anything is done about the admin
istrative negligence in dealing with WMSC,
this university is one without a properly-run
radio station, a campus where old problems
apparently never get fixed.

having

WMSC
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Supporting President C ole’s
holiday decoration policies
I found your article “Staff angered at Cole for prohibiting decorations” misleading and
unnecessarily antagonistic. First off, in a note distributed ten days before your publication
date, Dr. Cole stated that the only restrictions were against decorations with specific reli
gious connotations for two of the more public areas of the university.
As a staff member, I am not angered about this in the least. As a public institution, it
would not be appropriate for university space or resources to be used in a manner which
could be construed as supporting one set of religious beliefs over any other. This is an
appropriate position which shows sensitivity to the myriad of religions embraced by the
students and staff of Montclair State University (not to mention agnostics and atheists).
Dr. Jerry Kloby, Institute for Community Studies
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GOOD FOR ONE DOLLAR OFF OF ANYTHING,
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD.
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(DUH! NOT A PEAL COUPON!)
Sumr restriction« apply. Offer m* valid at M»wtclair Stale Univmity.

By Chris Finegan
Keep arms and legs away from him at all times.

Every once in a great while, an author
arises and defines the values and standards
of his/her generation by using words so mas
terfully that all are held in awe. Their prin
ciple works have the power and the influ
ence to set the literary worlds aflame. These
authors are not traditional by any stretch of
the imagination, but, rather, revolutionary in
all facets. I’m sure if I really wanted to - if I
was REALLY bombed - I would consider
such a path. But the last time I WAS really
bombed, I think I soiled myself. I can’t pic
ture Shakespeare or Ayn Rand in said pre
dicament. Hemingway, maybe, but that’s the
extent.
So you can imagine my dismay when I
came to the conclusion that FINEGAN’S
WAKE had the intellectual depth of the
scrawl on a men’s room stall, only not in lim
erick form. First, I was angry. Then I was
sad. Then I was angry again. Then I was
bitter. Then I was angry yet again. It was
like being in an emotional dryer. My head
hurt because I kept bonking it up against a
wall going “MUST .. .BE .. .INTELLEC
TUAL . . .MUST . . .BE . . .” you get the
idea. Until one fateful night, I had a vision.
A vision of Jennifer Love Hewitt in a kiddie
pool full of purple Jello wearing nothing but
a ...
Woopsie, wrong vision! That night, a
voice spoke to me from afar. I knew I should
listen because the voice didn’t ask me to pull
down my pants or worship celery; clearly,
this was not one of the usual voices I hear.
And it didn’t sound like Popeye on crystal
meth, either. It said, "My child, your eyes
are not open. You must save yourself fron.
the darkness and realize your true destiny.
Only then can you fulfill the prophecy. Now
go and get some pizza. Leave it outside the
door across the hall.”
I leapt from my bed, eager to become a
man of destiny, and ran face first into the
wall. I got up, turned on the light, and no
ticed when 1looked in the mirror that by run
ning face first into a hard plaster wall, I had
actually done thousands of dollars of im
provements. I knew what I had to do. I had
to question everything and find my own an
swers to the mysteries of life. Not knowing
where to begin, I popped open a beer. I was
about to take a sip when cruel, horrible fate
smacked me in the face. I had to ask my
self, “IS BEER GOOD?” I had to find out!
Well, okay. In all honesty, that wasn’t
the first question that popped into my head.
The first question I had was, “HOW FAR
CAN I KICK A CINDER BLOCK?” I had
to find out! That morning, I called up a
bunch of my friends and had them meet me
at the Montclair State football field for a cin
der-block-kick ing-contest. I took a few steps
back, inhaled deeply, and then ran full speed
until my right foot kissed the target. MIS
SION ACCOMPLISHED! My foot stung
like all-get-out, but I had answered my first
question and was on my way to becoming
Destiny Boy. (By the way, for those of you
interested in the results of our cinder-blockkicking-contest, here they are. For those of
you who are not interested, your mother
wears cheap stockings. Piss off!

Chris Finegan

14 1/2 inches

Martha Stewart .... ...... 8 3/4 inches
All 5 Back Street Boys
Combined
,5 3/8 inches

It was determined later on that our cham
pion violated regulations and wore a steel
toed army boot, but I sure as hell wasn’t
going to mention it to her. There’s no way
I’m messing with anyone who can split the
uprights with a cinder block.)
I looked in the mirror later that day, and
knew that I was no longer the ignorant fool
who twenty-four hours ago was banging his
head against a wall and chanting. I was now
a man who not only ran face-first into a wall,
but who had also smacked heavy concrete,
turning his foot into this purple, pulsating
appendage the size of a Volkswagen.
Clearly, I had changed for the better. I
needed a new name. “Fins” would not do
anymore. Two suggestions, “Old Stinky”
and “Mr. Silly Putty” would not cut it. I
needed something indicative of who I was.
I am now FINZ. I feel so different.
Naturally, FINEGAN’S WAKE needed
to be buried like the stinking, fly-infested
corpse it had become. I wanted something
more honest, more in touch with the people.
I considered calling it PURE CRAP FOR
YOUR DIGESTING PLEASURE, but that
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Okay, so this philosopher walkjs into a bar . . .

T IM O T H Y M . CASEY/MONTCLARION

“How far can I
kick a cinder
block? I had to
find out!”
painted a nasty picture. UNCLE FINZ’
BEER SHRINE was another possibility, but
my mother might read this column and get
offended. I couldn’t let her know that I drink
beer and enjoy it. She might have a coro
nary and ground me for two weeks. No, I
decided to rename this column THE BULLY
PULPIT because that’s what it is. There’s
no news here. Nothing is objective. My
purpose is not to inform, but to spread my
own tainted dogma. I can say anything I
want. Watch. “Mr. Rogers needs a beat
ing.” “Courtney Love is a stinky bitch.”
“Taco Bell is the official restaurant of Hell.”
Wow, was that fun. I just delivered the news.
Eat your heart out, Dan Rather.
I went to a bar to celebrate my new di
rectives, but just as I raised the beer to my
lips, the question kicked in again: “IS BEER
GOOD?” To find out, I asked the man sit
ting next to me, who turned out to be none
other than the wisest philosopher of them
all, Socrates. I figured that since I had noth
ing to lose, I asked Socrates, “Master, is beer
good?”
He said, “Nay, bother me not, lest I shall
boot you in the ass.”
“But master,” I implored, “There is only
me, and I must know. Is beer good?”
At that moment, Socrates, the most in
fluential thinker in Western history, turned
to me and asked, “My son, does beer allow
you to become more free with your thoughts
and feelings?”
“It does.”
“And does it make everything funnier?”
“That it does.”
At this point, Socrates raised his beer
TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE TO SEE THE
RESULTS OF FINZ’ IN DEPTH STUDY
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“Let us play beer pong and be merry!"
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ACROSS
1 Attention
getter
S Kind of
sandal
10 H eavy blows
IS Punish by
beating
19 Conlradicl
2 0 " — Days"
(Woody Allen
movie)
21 The Shady
Rest, for one
2 2 Irritate
2 3 Caesar's
1.054
24 Distinct parts
25 Habituate
2 6 Sign of
things to
come
2 7 "Look, Ma,
2 9 Play on
words
31 Windy
Rodgers and
Hart song?
33 French
novelist
34 Ponds, to
poets
3 6 Greenland
settlement
3 7 Soap plants
4 0 Prince ol
comics
4 2 Slumbers
4 6 Dove
shelters
4 7 Sororityhouse topic?
4 8 Night noise
5 0 Region of
West
i

s

o

r

c

3

'

6

s

s

Pakistan
97 A walk
51 Grafted, In
between
heraldry
trees
5 2 CKmbing
98 "111 — in My
pepper plant
Dreams"
54 G o by car
100 Most
refreshing:
56 Plexus
5 7 Female ruff
poet.
58 Trailer-hauler 102 Beasts
6 0 Australian
103 Crescent
marsupial
shaped figure
6 2 Satisfied
105 Skier's
terrain
6 3 Admiral's
sauna?
106 Nobelist
Wiesel
6 5 Glens or
valleys
107 Mountain
greeting?
67 Exhausts
radually
111 School org.
ike pie?
112 Rap about
7 0 Corolla leaf
Baal?
71 Indian hemp 116 s-, a bone..."
7 2 Flight of
117 Author Jong
steps
119 Harbinger of
_ spring
7 5 Discharged
7 6 Musical
121 Stratford's
token:
river
■My — "?
122 Narrow strip
8 0 Former
of wood
chess champ 123 Marine
81 Move
detecting
sideways
apparatus
8 3 Soap operas. 124 Son or
really
daughter
8 5 Hosp.
125 — majesty
designation
126 They're
8 6 T he same
m ade of
88 Region
clay?
beyond the
127 "Saratoga — "
suburbs
128 Flexible
90 — and Joan
tubes
91 Bat without
129 Highland
swinging
tongue
92 Young eel
DOWN
94 Deputy
1 African
96 "Rose —
gazelle
2 W heel or

G

w o

r ,4d

tiller
impressionist 78 One
3 Arthurian
3 5 Swimmer's
receiving
lady
breathing
a gift
4 Rudy's
7 9 English
tube
question:
37 Sour in taste
novelist
"How Green
38 Bag or lender 8 2 Caesar's 515
W a s — ?"
lead-in
84 Bring up
5 Has faith In
39 W easel's
87 Dawn on
6 Capital of
"L.A. Law"?
cousin
North
4 0 Fodder plant
89 Retreat for
Vietnam
41 Musical
unhappy
7 Norse god
groups
fans?
8
---------------picker
91 Burl Ives'
4 3 Fragrant
(overly fussy
oleoresin
"The — Fly"?
one)
4 4 Metal disk
93 Debauchee
9 Style of folk
or plate
95 Unruly
singing
4 5 Marks to let
tumult
10 Peevish
stand
97 Seed
person’s
4 7 Pithy
covering
movie: "Days 4 9 Topsy's
99 Disquiet
of —
101 Orthodox
friend
Roses"?
52 Golf club
Eastern
11 Pet name,
Christian
53 Sweetheart
for short
55 In the ranks
bishop
12 "...three
of the seniors 102 Fair-haired
men in — "
5 8 Ski kits
men
13 Hollywood's
5 9 Appraises
104 Blunder
Oberon
61 First sign of 106 Roman
14 Showers
the zodiac
magistrate
as snow
6 4 Agnus —
107 Tone or track
and hail
6 6 Loaded
lead-in
68 Labor org.
15 Soundtrack
108 Dies —
o n ly:"— to
7 0 Penetrates
109 Surfeit
Eternity"?
71 Moslem
110 Japanese
shrine at
16 V IP convey
aborigine
ance
Mecca
112 Wading bird
17 Table spread 7 2 Filthy places 113 Declare
18 British
7 3 Word with
positively
actor Leo
talk or tennis 114 Word with
2 8 Negative
74 — and
leader or ratio
kicking
replies
115 Cap or pad
3 0 "Exodus"
75 Not settled
lead-in
author
or fixed
118 Food con
3 2 Take mild
7 6 Earliest
tainer "exercise
7 7 Mature
120 Exclamation
34 French
person
of triumph

4

19

T h e H o r o s c o p e N e v e r L ie s
( M o m (Dec. 2 2 to Jao- 19)
Qipricon) discovers loVe. 3 ‘t>ce loVe is jtisf a
load of boll designed bg 'Hjllrnark to stir op bosioess,
spit ii) goflr date’s driok wheo th'cg head to the
bathroom.

A S lP T O (Jao. 20 to Feb 18)
The first dag of school is rosg aod checrffll. [oVe
slaves will wash aod wax goflr car professors will
faiot When goo enter their classrooms, aod all goor
eoemies die cxcrfltiatioglg horrid deaths.
& 5C T 5 (Feb. 19 to flare!] 20)
J)o o ’t let goflr lack of a sool interfere with goOr
social life. lotrodOcc Willing goflog Innocents to the
horror of goOr pcrsooalitg aod torn them to the dark
side.

pitg. Now,wheo life gives gofl lemoos, stflff them with
M^JO’s aod throw them at cars.
. Virgo (7W , 2 3 to > p t . 2 2 )

A S O (March 2! to flLpril 19)

Qoit goor job, withdraw from classes, aod move
to the forest for a simpler life. Toil’ll ocarlg die of
frostbite, starvation, rickets, aod scflrVg Then a bear
will cat goo.

'loflr Veaoic babies come to life this Week aod
declare gofl their master 'lofl haVc them serflb goflr
toilet. This caflses them to revolt aod boot gofl into
the street.

TAuRlJ3 (Fhpril 20 to Mag 20)
(reatiVitg at Work follows goflr bold oew ioitiatiVc
to pee io the coffee pot. Toil drink tea aod bottled
Water aod goflr co-Workers ocVer ooticc.

llDRft. (5cpt. 23 to Oct. 22)
'lofl haVc a certain “je IX sais qdois." Io French,
that meaos that gofl reallg oced soap aod water (gmc
on! If the French thiok gofl smell bad, YDu 5Flf| 1

SAP!!!
GFMH (flag 21 to Jfloe 2!)
This week it pags to mix bflsioess with pleasflrc,
bflt doo’t let it get oflt of haod. If goflr boss walks
¡0 Weariog leather aod chains, get the hell oflt of there.

,5@R£10 (Oct. 2 3 to NoV. 21)
Toil accomplish little this Week as the episode of
the S radg Sfloch Where theg all go to Hawaii is
broadcast. Toil record it aod Watch it oVer aod oVer
Toil disgflst roe, gofl miserable excúse for a hAmao
being,

SS

OtfCOlCJooe 22 to Jfllg 22)

27

38

'lofl are paid a visit bg Gjpid this week, aod are
strflek With a loVe arrow, l ie bad oews: gofl fall io
loVe with a drop io mailbox aod are arrested for
iodeceot exposflre.

39

46

|£P

51

.R G IT T f W (NoV. 2 2 to J)ec. 21)
Keep goflr composflrc this Week as errors against
gofl pile flp. We doo’t Waot a repeat of last Week
wheo gofl threw a taotrflm io the middle of the Rgtt
becaflse theg Were oflt of chicken wiogs. Three cops
had to drag gofl oflt! H ate gofl do digoitg?

(Jfllg 23 to Aflgflst 22)

The last time gofl made lemonade, gofl ocarlg
killed those oflos who stopped at goflr stand oflt of
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The Bully Pulpit II: Socrates vs. The Frog People

CONTINUED FROM THE PREVIOUS PAGE

and asked, “And tell me, could you have
written any of your columns last semester
without it?”
And I said, “NO! NEVER! MY COL
UM N W OULD HAVE BEEN CRAP
WITHOUT BEER!!”
“Your column is not already crap?”
“Good point, master,” I said.
“Come,” said Socrates, “Let us play beer
pong and be merry!”
“Beer pong, o Sage of Athens?” I asked
with the wide eyes of innocence.
“Let me enlighten you.”
.Needless to say, before the night was
over, Socrates was passed out face down on
a plate of nachos. I was a bit wobbly my
self. Then the horns kicked in. I asked the
bartender where the music was coming
from, but all I got was a blank stare. AND I
UNDERSTOOD! Beer was good! It could
never do me any wrong so long as I re
mained faithful. All I wanted to do was rip
my clothes off and dance naked in the street!
Unfortunately, I did just that and acciden
tally incited a riot when I streaked Upper
Mountain Avenue. Later that night, at the
police station, I spread the good word to all
within earshot.

I was finally at peace. I knew who I was.
My best friend, beer, had not abandoned me.
My column still sucked royally, but it didn’t
matter. The voice returned to me and said,
“I’m proud of you, Finz. You’ve come a
long way, and you brought me a pizza. You
are now worthy of your piece of crap col
umn, THE BULLY PULPIT. Go and be
fruitful.”
And I did. The animals flocked to me
and I welcomed them. I was their master,
their shepherd. All was right with the world.
Well, my foot was still swollen, and I had a
criminal record now, but I had the love of
the animals to comfort me. I felt bad later
on when I stuffed them all in a meat grinder
and made sausage out of them. Still, if I
had not, what would I put on my pizza? I
realized that my destiny could have been
much worse; the only thing I don’t like about
my destiny is that I discovered the hard way
that God never intended to make cologne
from sheep doots. Although, I must admit
I’d like to see a commercial for it once be
fore I die.
This is Finz signing off. Beer is good.
Read my column. I like waffles with straw
berries and ice cream. Bill Clinton is a horn
dog. Now THAT’S news!
You want to kick a tinder block. DO IT! DO IT!
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Find the listed words in the diagram . They run in
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and
diagonally.
Bell .
B oggs
Boyer
C am initi

G aetti
M a lzo n e
N ettles
P end leton

R ad er
Reitz
Robinson
Santo

S chm id t
V entura
W allach
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Are YOU An Aspiring Wiseass?
Do Acquaintances Hate You AND
Your crappy jokes?
Are You Willing To Give Me Money
To Appease Your Own Ego?
If you’ve answered “Yes” to these questions, you may have what it
takes to write for the Humour Section! You won’t notice that you
are slowly pissing away your college experience because the
benefits are amazing! Here’s a sample:

Dilbert®
by Scott Adams
I N THIS WEEK'S
‘WALLY REPORT,"
I'VE DECIDED TO
LET MY HAIR GROW

EVENTUALLY, I'LL
PUT IT I N A
PONYTAIL TO SHOW
I HAVE AN ARTISTIC
S ID E .

’ w a t c h t h is , a s o k .
I START OUT LOOKING
LIKE A MIDOLE-AGEO
GUY W ITH BAD
. HAIR

BUT SIMPLY BY
PUTTING MY HAIR
I N A PONYTAIL, I
TRANSFORM IN T O ...

I COLLECT
COFFEE
MUGS.

WHAT'S
YOUR
ARTISTIC
S ID E ?

- Throw Stuff At Ed Flannery’s Gigantic Front Teeth!
- Get Bombed And Pass Out With Finz!
- Piss Off Everyone!

CURSE YOU
FOR
R A ISIN G
THE BAR
FOR US ALL!

- Perfect The Art Of Tray Smashing!
....and that’s just the stuff I can tell you about!

f WALLY,

So come on down to The Montclarion and ask for Finz. He’ll
bend over backwards. Then you can kick him in the ribs!

WE'RE VENTURE
CAPITALISTS. WE WANTJ
TO INVEST I N YOUR
[wEB-BASED BUSINESS.]
V

I DONT OWN A
WEB-BASEO
BUSINESS. I'M JUST
AN ENGINEER WITH
A COOL PONYTAIL.

(

1
If
Í
m
h u Moc^ J g p fflp w p
THE

We aren’t family, but we fight anyway!
Paid fo r by Chris lineman with his own money. I could have #one out and xotten liquored up i f it wasn't fo r this ad.' You unyrealful assholes better appreciate this.'

0 0 THEY KNOW
YOU'RE LAZY AND
DISHONEST?

VENTURE CAPITALISTS
GAVE M E MONEY TO
START A WEB-BASED
BUSINESS. / ~ \ f

( WHAT'LL YOU CREATE...)
BESIOES ACCOUNTING r
IR R E G U L A R IT IE S
J

?

V

(THAT'S ALL
I HAVE TRE
!= = tó E N E R G Y E
h F s^O R j ;
I #

til

U FE IN

w euu
© 1=190
BYM a*

FORBIDDEN WORDS 1999

E rf
VENTURE CAPITALISTS

¡

DESPITE YOUR COOL
PONYTAIL YOU SEEM
TO HAVE SQUANDERED
OUR INVESTMENT.

,

D -------

HOW'S YOUR
INTERNET START-UP
COMPANY COMING?

,

YOU'LL GET NO MORE
FUNDING UNLESS
YOU MUTTER EMPTY
INTERNET WORDS
THAT MAKE
US SWOON/

MY PLAN I S TO BE
THE DOMINANT
INTERNET SOURCE
FOR TUNA

(V

COMMERCE?)

SO, IF I BUY ONE,
YOU SHIP IT OVER
N IG H T ?

f

NO, YOU HAVE
TO COME PICK
IT UP. r
—

T he

Classifieds
Hi ! p W an u n

i

l U I U K b h H A M b H K/l LOOKing
for responsible person to do
custom framing for a mfg. Willing
to train the right person. Great
skill for an art student. Call 973772-0028 (ext. 103) for interview.
Clifton area.,
• - * •

n
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Ciin i) C ari W anted

PIT SITTER needed for 7-month

old boy and 3-year-old girl in
;
Upper Montclair home approx. 15 >
hours/wk. Nonsmoker,
experience, references required.
Please call 509-2421
—

SEEKING CHILDCARE for toddler
responsiblities include: ADULT
C H O IR REHERSAL, SUNDAY
M O R NING W O R S H IP SERVIC E,
and O C C A S IO N A L SPECIAL
SERVIC ES. Salary negotiable.
Contact Rev. Ken Smith, Caldwell
United Methodist Church, 973226-4410, 9-12, M-F_____________
If you have some creativity an like
the world of fashion... Nationally
known bridal designer needs full
or part time help in her studio in
Montclair. Call 973-237-0784

girl in my Little Fails Home,
approx. 30 hrs/wk/flexible. Must
have solid academics/experience/
careful drive/nonsmoker/
references. $7/hr. Call 276-1276

P7TBABYSITTER vented for 3
children. Tue-Friday 2:30-7pm.
Some occasional evenings. Nonsmoker. Must have own
transportation. Please call 6693705 (West Orange)

Exceptional Summer
Opportunity Camp Wayne, NE
PA. Counselor Specialists for all
Land/Water Sports. Golf, Tennis,
Outdoor adventure; Mtn. biking,
Rocketry, A&C, Drama, Radio,
Video. Please Call 888-549-2963

my 2 yr. and 4 yr. old one morning
a week. Flexible hours. Call
Peggy at 783-6166

CHILDCARE P/T Responsible
student with drivers licence and
own car to supervise two mature
Montclair schoolchildren, ages
8&14 every Thurs&Friday after
school from 2:30 to 6:30pm.
Salary $10/hr. Call 748-5759

old girl in Montclair. Duties
includedrive to activities, meal
prep, child’s laundry, etc. Hours
approx 3-6:30 pm, M-F, with
flexibility. NS, drivers lie. own
carand refs a MUST. Call 7469420 Ive msg.
_____

S

e r v ic e s «

Feeling anxious, stressed,
depressed? Overeating, drinking,
or drugging? Experiencing
relationship problems?
Psychotherapy with a skilled,
caring professional can help. Call
Melinda Morton Illingworth at 5097392. Sliding scale, insurance
accepted._______________________

Glen Ridge family seeks smart,
loving, college student who is
availible 3 days a week from 16pm as a housekeeper/nanny
who can also handle some office
work for this literary agent/mom.
Please call 973-743-2779

Have Fun- Raising Funds for
your Clubs, teams, & Groups.
Earn up to $500 or more! Put our
25+ years of fundraising
experience to work for you. CALL
NOW for details on FREE CD of
your choice. 800-592-2121 ext.
725

or only $10 you can reach out to

Models Women 18 yrs. and over
of different races to model for
outdoor photo project. Tasteful
nudity. Pay or will exchange for
photos. No experience necessary.
(973)365-4054. Reliable only.

PU afterschool care for my 5 yr.

I pm looking for a babysitter for

-

ORGANIST/CHOIft DIRECTOR
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at 655-5237 to findjm t how you
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Smed ad today.

C A I I \ 5 1 (V)

CaCico Kitchen
JamiCy Restaurant
235 Route 46 • Totowa, NJ 07512
We are pleased to offer all College Students with a current valid ID card the following offer,
Come dine with us any time of the day or night and spend $10.00 or more and save 10% off your
total check
or
spend $20.00 or more and save 20% off your total check.
Visa or Mastercard accepted!

A
5 cable TV’s
so you can
watch your
favorite
sporting
event while
you dine!

Want to spend some quality time with somea
special? Enjoy the warm heat and the atmosphe
our large fireplace during the cold winter mo
and the coziness o f our family type restaurant!

$ 'JKr
■

r

We also offer top shelf
spirts at low, low, prices!
(w/ID)
You will certainly enjoy our food that has been labeled by others
as “IT’S JUST LIKE MY MOTHER USED TO MAKE!”
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Sports rewind; looking back on the holidays
By Tess Sterling and Paul Lewiarz
Sports Editorial Staff

There seems to be no New
Year’s hangover for Montclair
State sports, as all sporting teams
are showing signs of improvement.
MSU wrestles with consistency
The Red Hawk Wrestling
team didn’t see much action over
the break winning at Hunter Col
lege, NY, losing at Wilkes, PA, and
taking first place in the Invitational
Tournament at Hunter, NY. Top
contenders at these events were
Romi Rate! (141 lbs., 4-0), Dom
Dellegatta (157 lbs., 14-0), P.J.
Rapps (174 lbs., 7-0), Todd Going
(197 lbs., 15-1), and Florian
Ghinea (141 lbs., 16-2).
The wrestling team will have
their next match on Jan. 16 at
Coppin, MD.
Swim teams stay above water
M en’s and Women’s Swim
ming fared well during the break.
The men’s team improved their
record to 2-4 while the women
were consistent at 3-4, 1-2 NJAC.
The men’s team was victorious
over Adelphi University, NY on
Dec. 14, scoring 38-24. Mean
while, Rowan University got the
better of them outswimming MSU
61-127. The women’s team fared
the same. They were defeated by
Rowan (89-125), but victorious
over Adelphi (33-11).
The top swimm ers for the
m en’s team were Gil Castillo,

Brian Hoffman, and C. DeBari.
Castillo was the top individual in
the 50 freestyle, 100 freestyle, and
200 freestyle, while Hoffman
claimed second place in the 50
freestyle, 200 freestyle, and the
200 backstroke. DeBari placed
first in the 500 freestyle, 1000
freestyle, 200 individual medley,
100 backstroke, 200 backstroke,
200 breaststroke, 200 butterfly,
and the 400-medley relay.
For the Red Hawk women’s
swimming team, the top 3 indi
viduals were Joanne Fusco, Elissa
Kaplan, and A. Sivo. Fusco domi
nated the freestyle races, captur
ing four of five categories. She
also won the gold medal in the 200
individual medley, 100 butterfly,
and 400 freestyle relay. Mean
while, her teammate Kaplan was
victorious in the 100 backstroke,
200 backstroke, 200-medley relay,
and the 400-medley relay. Sivo
captured the gold in the 100 breast
stroke, 200 breaststroke, and
shared first in the 200-medley re
lay.
M SU’s wom en’s team will
next
m eet
against
East
Stroudsburg, PA in the Panzer
building at 1 p.m. Both teams will
meet on Wednesday, Jan. 20 in
Misericordia, PA at 7 p.m.
Basketball slam dunks in 1999
The MSU men and women’s
basketball have been perfect this
new year winning all their games
to date.
Freshman Stephanie Ellerbe (#10- Pennsauken) drives to the hoop last night in Panzer Gym.

T IM O TH Y M. CASEY

STRONG TWO: Senior Forward Anthony Peeples (#44 - Linden) dunks in the closing seconds of last

The men’s team had struggled
at the start of the season with a
record of 2-5, but has won all its
games in 1999 to reach the .500
mark for the second time this sea
son. The Red Hawks success has
been attributed to their star for
ward, senior Anthony Peeples, and
sophomore forward and Yugosla
vian native, Milenko Beric. In
three wins for MSU, Peeples
scored 82 points, and has now
scored 202 points in ten games. As
a reward for his hard work, he was
named the EC AC Metro Player of
the Week. Meanwhile, in three
games Beric has scored 64 points,
and recorded double-digit re
bounds’ in all three games. In the
game against Ferrum College, VA
on January 6, he scored a careerhigh 33 points to help his team
defeat the visitors.
Montclair will next match up
against Richard Stockton on Jan.
16 at 4:00 p.m.
The Red Hawks women’s bas
ketball has also been excellent this
new year. They will now embark
on one of its most significant times
of this season as the next five
games will be played against
NJAC opponents, and only one
game being played at home. These
games are very important if MSU

expects to be invited to the con
ference tournament at the end of
the year.
On the season, M arlena
Lawrence is averaging 15.6 points
and 9.2 rebounds a game, Felicia
Ingram is averaging a team lead
ing 10.7 rebounds and 11.5 points,
and Wykemia Kelley averages 8.9
points, 6.3 rebounds, and 5.7 as
sists a game. Stephanie Ellerbe
leads the team in three point at
tempts with 54, and three pointers
made with 12.
The Hawks will next take on
Richard Stockton on Jan. 16 at
2:00 p.m.
Hockey has the winning edge
The M ontclair State m en’s
hockey team demolished William
Paterson for the second time in
regular season play. The game was
called in the second period when
the Redhawks had a 12-0 lead.
Anthony Rosillo had a double
hat trick, scoring six goals and an
assist. Frank Arena had two goals,
while the Nick Lawlor and Nick
Casbar line proved successful, as
they each notched a goal and an
assist.
The Red Hawks next game will
be on Sunday, Jan. 17 against The
County C ollege of M orris at
Mennen Arena at 7 p.m.

SPORTS RECAP

COMING NEXT WEEK

Looking back at how the Red
Hawks fared during over the
vacation.

Player profiles and sports trivia.

Wednesday's victory over Ferrum.

LOOKING AHEAD
The Men’s basketball team will
go on a three-game road trip in
all conference games.
Meanwhile, the women’s team
will go on a four-game road trip.

£&&£&

The Women’s swim team
members look to improve their
records when they take on East
Stroudsburg, PA in the Panzer
Gym, Saturday Jan. 16, 1 p.m.
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